LOOK AT THE WORDS IN THE LIST BELOW AND WRITE THEM UNDER THE CORRECT PICTURES

- doing ballet
- reading books
- playing tennis
- doing puzzles
- watching TV
- riding a horse
- playing paintball
- taking photos
- flying a kite
- scuba-diving
- playing the guitar
- playing checkers
- playing pc games
- camping
- walking
- hiking
- fishing
- playing hopscotch
- skipping rope
- playing cards
- swimming
- ice skating
- climbing
- playing the guitar
- watching TV
- doing puzzles
- flying a kite
- playing pc games
- skipping rope
- playing cards

1) ____________
2) ____________
3) ____________
4) ____________
5) ____________
6) ____________
7) ____________
8) ____________
9) ____________
10) ____________
11) ____________
12) ____________
13) ____________
14) ____________
15) ____________
16) ____________
17) ____________
18) ____________
19) ____________
20) ____________
21) ____________
22) ____________
23) ____________
24) ____________
25) ____________
LOOK AT THE WORDS IN THE LIST BELOW AND WRITE THEM UNDER THE CORRECT PICTURES

1) doing puzzles  2) playing checkers  3) riding a bike  4) flying a kite  5) watching TV
6) taking photos  7) skipping rope  8) playing pc games  9) singing songs 10) swimming
11) climbing  12) ice skating  13) playing tennis  14) riding a horse  15) camping
16) playing cards  17) walking  18) hiking  19) scuba-diving  20) fishing
21) doing ballet  22) reading books  23) playing paintball  24) playing hopscotch  25) playing the guitar